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General Information
MetaTalkUS is a symbol-based application for Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC). It allows users without or with limited voice capabilities to communicate. MetaTalkUS is preconfigured with three rich vocabularies - you can start immediately. Individual customizations are easy and always possible.
MetaTalk is based on METACOM symbols, which are known for their clarity and professional design. A simple structure allows beginners - and relatives without special
AAC training - to learn and grow over time.

CONTENTS
•3 preconfigured vocabularies
MetaTalkUS.5x9 (approx. 2000 words and phrases)
MetaTalkUS.4x7 (approx. 1500 words and phrases)
MetaTalkUS.3x5 (approx. 1000 words and phrases)
•US-English vocabulary for daily use including popular phrases
•structure easy to understand
•most-used items always visible: "I would like", "not", "to", "There is" (configurable)
•pronouns ("I","you","he",…) and people ("mom", "dad",…) are automatically linked
with the correct verb forms ("go", "goes", etc.). Long-Press function (optional) skips the
pronouns and links directly to the corresponding verb form
•theme-based categories with core vocabulary, phrases, and related questions for fast
interactions
•phrases and questions to initiate a conversation: "My name is..."/"What is your
name?", "I like..."/"What do you like?"
•project page(s) for school
•day planner for mornings and afternoons
•METACOM6 symbol library with more than 6000 items
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FUNCTIONS
•synthesized speech (Acapela) with male and female voices in US-English
•talk-buttons for recorded messages
•customize each key with text and photos from the photo album or the iPad camera
(>iPad2)
•add symbols and texts from our library simply by dragging
•rearrange keys on each page or create new pages
•select a color for keys
•keys and pages can be hidden
•pages and vocabularies can be created, duplicated, renamed, deleted, exported
and imported
•create different vocabularies for different users
•import, export, and backup of pages and complete vocabularies
•optional touch delay to prevent multiple touches on same key
•all editing functions are passcode protected

IMPORTANT NOTE REGARDING BACK-UPS
Back-up your iPad regularly. A back-up using iTunes or iCloud always saves the complete iPad content and only the full content can be recovered when needed.
You can use the new Import-/Export-function in MetaTalkUS 1.5.0 to save versions of
one or more vocabularies. Export a vocabulary via eMail and either save the eMail
or the attachment in a secure location. To recover, email the exported vocabulary to
your iPad, then open the attachment to import it back into MetaTalkUS.
If you are using Dropbox on your iPad, you can save the exported vocabulary in a
Dropbox folder and then open it directly from there.
Detailed instructions for Export/Import in the section “Vocabulary Manager”
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Standard Vocabularies
MetaTalkUS 1.5.0 offers three different vocabularies – different in both key size and
total number of words and phrases.
The versions with larger keys look like a simpler solution. But, as the key size increases
the number of keys per page is reduced and the content needs to be distributed over a
larger number of pages. This might make it more difficult to get an overview and requires more page turns to reach a particular word or phrase.
Users will need some time to work with an iPad, and especially get used to the rather
sensitive touch display. We recommend an exploratory phase of several weeks, before
deciding on key size and vocabulary for a particular user.
To make changes within MetaTalkUS you will first need to unlock the edit-function by
tapping the “pencil”-icon in the lower left corner. To select a vocabulary, tap the
vocabulary-manager icon in the middle of the taskbar. Details will be listed in the sections “Stage and Taskbar” and “Vocabulary-Manager”
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MetaTalkUS.5x9

MetaTalkUS.5x9 is the most complete vocabulary with approximately 2000 words
and phrases. All pronouns are available on the main page and are directly linked to
corresponding verb forms.
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MetaTalkUS.4x7

MetaTalkUS.4x7 contains approximately 1500 words and phrases. All pronouns are
available via the “I-me-the” key.
All themes from the 5x9 vocabulary are represented with the exception of “sports”. The
sport pages are preconfigured and available in the page manager. You can link them
to one of the existing pages when needed.
The 4x7 vocabulary uses sets of pages that are linked via “next” to provide access
within content areas. For better orientation successive pages have different colors (see
for example the “Verbs” pages).
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MetaTalkUS.3x5

MetaTalkUS.3x5 provides large keys and still offers approximately 1000 words and
phrases. The pronouns can be reached via the “I-me-the” key and they are linked to the
corresponding verb forms. Again, sets of pages are linked using a “next” key and the
pages within a set are color coded.
This vocabulary has two home pages linked by “next”. But even with this arrangement
the space for topics is limited. Again, preconfigured pages (for example sport, letters/
numbers, time, etc.) are available in the page manager and can be linked as needed.
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MetaTalkUS Settings
AVAILABLE OUTSIDE THE APPLICATION VIA SETTINGS

Navigation
•The “After key press” setting determines whether you “go home” after tapping a key
or whether you “stay on page”. The default setting is “go home”.
Security
•The “Show Passcode” setting enables or disables the “Edit”-button (pencil-icon) that
presents the passcode dialog box. The default setting is “ON”.
Functions
•When “Talk while typing” is activated each word is spoken as soon as you tap a key.
When turned off, the text is only spoken when you tap the stage on top. The default
setting is “ON”.
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•“Sound Effects” enables/disables short click sounds that are only available when
“Talk while typing” is OFF. The default setting is “ON”
•The “Long Press (beta)” setting enables a special feature for “talkAndGo”-keys. Normally, when you press such a key, the word is spoken and then the linked page is
opened. When “Long Press (beta)” is enabled and the user presses the key for more
than one second, the word is NOT spoken and just the linked page will be opened.
The default setting is “OFF”
•“Show Shadow” enables/disables the drop shadow for icons on the stage.
The default setting is “ON”
•“Touch Delay” prevents rapid repeated key presses – this is especially useful for users
with tremor. The default setting is “OFF”
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STAGE-VIEW AND TASKBAR

The MetaTalkUS “Stage” stores the last 30 entries and speaks all words when you tap
the stage. This enables the user to form a complete sentence that is then spoken with
proper pronunciation when tapped.
Use “Lock”-button to stay on a page until you either tap “Home” or one of the link
keys. This button is especially useful, when the normal settings force “go home” after
each key press. By “locking” a page, the user can explore all the contents or tap several words when forming a sentence.
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Locking also disables the link-functionality of “talkAndGo” keys. When locked, only the
corresponding word is spoken, but you stay on the original page.
The “Delete” and “Delete All” buttons clear the contents of the stage.
The “Edit”-button with the pencil icon presents a dialog box with different numbers. You
need to tap them in ascending sequence, to activate all functions in MetaTalkUS. The
“Edit”-button can be disabled in Settings (see above).

After input of the passcode new buttons appear below:
•The “Info” button links to our online documentation.
•“Voice-Settings” presents a dialog box where you can select among several voices
and set the pitch and speed for each voice.
•The “Vocabulary-Manager” button opens an area where vocabularies can be selected and managed (create, duplicate, rename, delete, export and import).
•The “Page-Manager” button opens an area where the pages within a vocabulary
can be select and managed (create, duplicate, rename, delete, export and import).
•The “Favorites-Editor” and “Page-Editor” allow you to edit the contents of either the
“Favorites”-area on the left or the contents of the current page.
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VOCABULARY-MANAGER
Select, create, duplicate, rename, and delete vocabularies

The Vocabulary-Manager lists all available vocabularies including the standard vocabularies MetaTalkUS.3x5, MetaTalkUS.4x7 and MetaTalkUS.5x9.
You select a vocabulary by tapping. You can now duplicate, rename, or delete a vocabulary (the standard vocabularies cannot be deleted) or export it by eMail.
Use the “Plus”-button to create a new vocabulary. You can create either a completely
empty one or a new copy of one of the standard vocabularies. Using one of the standard vocabularies is a good starting point for any customizations you may want to do.
Alternatively, you can create a vocabulary for your institution and generate copies for
each student using the “Duplicate”-button.
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Export and import vocabularies
Tapping the “Export”-button sends the selected vocabulary by eMail – either to your
own address for back-ups or to another user‘s iPad.
When you receive an eMail with a vocabulary enclosure on your iPad (with MetaTalkUS installed) you can double-tap the enclosure. The iPad will open a dialog box
offering various applications that can handle such an enclosure. To import the vocabulary into MetaTalkUS select “Open in MetaTalkUS”.
MetaTalkUS will open and the “Import”-button in the vocabulary manager will show a
red label indicating that “1” import is available. If the vocabulary manager was not
already open, you might need to open it by tapping the “Vocabulary-Manager” button. You can rename the vocabulary before finalizing the import.
Dropbox: In case you have Dropbox installed on your iPad, you
can also open the vocabulary in
Dropbox and save it in a folder
here. Double-tapping the file here
allows you to import it back in
MetaTalkUS later.
Tip: If you close the VocabularyManager before completing the
import, you may need to start the
process all over by selecting the
enclosure in your eMail again.

Leaving the Vocabulary-Manager
You need to select one vocabulary in order to leave the manager. The selected vocabulary will open.
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PAGE-MANAGER
Select, create, duplicate, rename, and delete pages

The Page-Manager lists all available pages within a vocabulary.
You select a page by tapping. You can now duplicate, rename, or delete a page (the
MAIN-page cannot be deleted) or export it by eMail.
Use the “Plus”-button to create a new page. You can create either a completely empty
one or a new copy of one of the standard pages. Using one of the standard pages is a
good starting point for any customizations you may want to do.

Export and import pages
Tapping the “Export”-button sends the selected page(s) by eMail – either to your own
address for back-ups or to another user‘s iPad. You can export a maximum of five
pages at a time.
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When you receive an eMail with a page(s) enclosure on your iPad (with MetaTalkUS
installed) you can double-tap the enclosure. The iPad will open a dialog box offering
various applications that can handle such an enclosure. To import the page(s) into
MetaTalkUS select “Open in MetaTalkUS”.
MetaTalkUS will open and the “Import”-button in the page manager will show a red
label indicating that “1” (or more) pages are available. If the page manager was not
already open, you might need to open it by tapping the “Page-Manager” button. You
can rename the page(s) before finalizing the import.
Page(s) are always imported in to the last opened vocabulary. This way, for example a
page from a 3x5 vocabulary can also be imported into a 5x9 vocabulary.
Dropbox: In case you have Dropbox installed on your iPad, you can also open the
page in Dropbox and save it in a folder here. Tapping the file here allows you to import it back in MetaTalkUS later.
Tip: If you close the Page-Manager before completing the import, you may need to
start the process all over by selecting the enclosure in your eMail again.
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PAGE-EDITOR
Move, delete or add keys, color them

You can add new keys by dragging them from the library – please tap and hold a key
until it “pops-out”, then move it by dragging. Before you start, you might need to make
space by moving some existing keys to the trash bin.
To color keys you can select a color from the palette on top and then drag the color
over the keys as if you were painting. You can also tap single keys to color them oneby-one. To stop painting, tap the “x”-button.
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Define key actions

Double-tap a key in the Page-Editor to define the action when a key is pressed. Available actions are:
•none – no action, does not show on stage
•talk – speaks the key text
•recordAndSpeak – plays the audio recording for the key
•goto – links to another page
•talkAndGo – speaks the key text and then links to another page
If you select one of the link actions, a page selector appears. Select the page you want
to link to. We recommend to color a link in light blue, to indict the link function.
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Page-Overflow of MetaTalkUS.3x5 and MetaTalkUS.4x7
Pages of MetaTalkUS.3x5 and MetaTalkUS.4x7 have fewer visible buttons than pages
of MetaTalkUS.5x9. However, they have an invisible Page-Overflow for easier editing
of the pages.
When pages are imported from a vocabulary with more buttons into a vocabulary with
less buttons the excessive buttons are placed in the Page-Overflow. They can be moved
into the visible area of the page by swiping with your finger.
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FAVORITES-EDITOR
Move, delete or add keys, color them, and define key actions

The Favorites-Editor provides the same functions as the Page-Editor but for the Favorites.
The Page-Overflow is also present here.
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KEY-EDITOR
The Key-Editor of talk-, goto-, and talkAndGo-keys

Double-tap a key on any page in the main view. The editor allows you to fine-tune the
settings for each key:
•“Key visible” – allows you to hide a key without deleting it. When in edit mode, the
key is still visible in light gray. It will be invisible (all white) for the user.
•“Image” – you can chose among the standard image provided by MetaTalkUS or a
custom image of your own. You can add a custom image either from the camera or
the photo album of your iPad. Please tap the appropriate button on the right to do so.
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•“Text” – you can chose among the standard text provided by MetaTalkUS or a custom text of your own. Add the custom text by typing it into the top field.
You can also add a different text (only if necessary) that will be spoken. Use this option if the pronunciation of the custom text is not correct.
•“Color” – select a color for your key by tapping one of the color fields
•“Audio” – if you want to record your own voice for a key first turn Audio ON. This
function is available for talkAndGo and recordAndSpeak-keys. Once activated start
recording by tapping the red “Record” button (for a maximum of 30 sec) – stop by
tapping it again. Check your audio by playing using the green “Play” button.
When these keys are tapped they play the audio, and their text and symbol appear on
stage. When tapping the stage the text is spoken using the synthesized speech.

Combine audio-recording with speech-synthesis for the letter pages
Combining audio-recording with speech-synthesis can be useful to help students learn
to read despite the confusing relationship between phonemes (the sounds we hear in a
word) and graphemes (the letters that represent those sounds). You can add audio to
letters to hear phonemes when tapping the key – but still get full text-speech-synthesis
when playing the word or sentence when tapping the stage.
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The Key-Editor of recordAndSpeak-keys

The Audio-function for recordAndSpeak-keys is always activated. When tapped, these
keys only play the audio and no text or symbol appears on stage.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
How can I add new images to empty keys?
First, change the action of the key to “talk” in the action editor (within the page editor).
Then you can add images. Empty keys start having “None” as the action in order for
them NOT to show up on stage.

Why do keys not move when I drag them?
You have to wait a moment for the key to “pop-out” before you can move it.

Why can I not add a key in the page editor?
You have to first make some space by moving unnecessary keys to the trash bin.

Why is audio playback not working?
Please check whether your iPad has been set to MUTE either using the speaker controls
or the mute-button on the side – if the side button is set to mute the iPad. Sometimes this
button setting malfunctions and the situation can be rectified by moving the switch from
ON to OFF several times or you by changing the switch setting in “Settings > General
> Use the side switch to: “

Can I use the symbols from MetaTalkUS in other iPad apps?
No, this not possible for technical reasons.

I have a different Question
Please send your questions or suggestions to support@metakidz.com
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Further information on MetaTalkUS:
www.metakidz.com
www.metacom-symbole.de/iPad.html (German only)
Further information on METACOM symbols:
www.metacom-symbole.de (German only)
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